
Southwestern Stages Protest March

by Barbara Fowke

On Monday, May 11, a march
from Southwestern to the National
Guard Armory was held to protest
U.S. invasion of Cambodia and the
killing of four Kent State students
by National Guardsmen. The march
left Southwestern about 1 p.m.
with well over 200 people in the
procession. Admittedly, not all of
these were members of the
Southwestern community, but the
majority of them were.

For many of these people,
participation in the march was the
beginning of a great step forward.
The march marked a transition
from the ranks of the "silent
majority" to the group of those
citizens who will stand up and
make known their feelings about
the war and other current moral
issues.

There were various reasons given
for going along with the march.
One girl stated that she was
protesting the killings at Kent
State, not the Cambodian invasion.
Others went because it seemed the
logical way of making a statement
concerning U.S. foreign policy. Still
others went because they felt they
could keep quiet no longer.

"I used to be a member of the
silent majority and never even
realized it, but I'm not any more,"
was the comment from one
student.

The group from Southwestern
was preceded by six students
carrying a black-draped coffin and
several students carrying white
crosses and roses. The march was
well-covered by the commercial
news media; numerous reporters
with cameras and tape recorders
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accompanied the students along the
route. As well as newsmen,
pollicemen were scattered along the
route to photograph the marchers
as they walked by.

When the march finally reached
its destination, the park across the
streets from the National Guard
Armory, the Southwestern students
joined those of Memphis State and
CBC.

The Rev. Dick Moon and the
Rev. Jim Lawson spoke on the
causes and effects of the war in
today's society. The representatives
from each of the three schools took
white crosses, representing the four
slain students at Kent State, to the
National Guard Armory to present
them to Col. Brown, the
commanding officer of the armory.

The three representatives
returned shortly and reported that
the colonel had refused to grant
them entry and had refused the
crosses, saying that the state of
Tennessee would not accept them.
There were various comments from
the students concerning the state of
Tennessee and its National Guard.

The students divided into their
original groups and began the
march back. Some of the less
stouthearted stopped at

McDonald's for sustenance or
hitched rides, rather than walking
all the way to Southwestern.

Despite the colonel's refusal to
accept the crosses, the march was a
success. Students from
Southwestern and the other
colleges made known their protests
of the government's intervention in
Cambodia and their actions at Kent
State, and they showed that such a
protest can be made quietly,
effectively, and peacefully.

An inter-college
consortium is in the process

' of development. Before any
. inter exchange can take place,

the academic calendar must
be coordinated. Dean Jones
needs to know student

: opinion on a calendar
change-if any. Proposals are
for a four month-one
month-four month system,
the quarter system or our
present system. If you have
an opinion or care about any
alternations, please see Dean
Jones.
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Lynx Lovely-Miss Margaret Barton, a native Memphian, gives a dainty laugh at the silly antics of the
Sou'wester photographer.

STRIKE
by Judith Warren

The faculty of Southwestern
decided Wednesday to form a
committee of students and
professors to devise a program on
recent national policy and
determine whether or not classes
should be dismissed for such a
program. The proposal was in
response to the Student
Government Association's call for a
one day moratorium on classes to
educate the community on the war
in Southeast Asia.

Students on the committee will
be appointed by the SGA. Faculty
members will be from the
departments of International
Relations, Political Science and
History. Prof. David Likes will chair
the committee.

Prompted by the National
Student Association's demand for a
national boycott of classes until the
Viet Nam War ends, the executive
council of the SGA stated Sunday
night they felt that "the students,
faculty and administration should
declare their approval of a one day
moratorium of business as usual to
allow for a total attempt at
educating our community about
recent national policy. This will be
a day of education in which the
students, faculty and
administration participate in
discussions and seminars, pro and
con." The council could see no
grounds on which anyone would
object to such a proposal. It passed
with a vote of ten in favor, none
opposed and one abstention.

A meeting of the student body
was held Monday night in FJ-B to
discuss the move. The 60 people
present decided that it should be
put to a vote of the student body
and then sent to the administration.
The majority seemed to feel that if
the administration vetoed the
SGA's proposal they would call for
a student strike anyway.

The student body voted
approval Wednesday. The final
count was 249 in favor, 58 opposed
with four abstentions.

The statement that the faculty
passed Wednesday by a substantial
margin was not the one presented
to it by the SGA. Their response
was worded by Dean Jameson
Jones without consultation of the
SGA.

Curricula
Change

by Alison Cowan
At a closed meeting on

Wednesday, May 13, the faculty
voted "substantially," according to
President Bowden, the exact count
not being released for publication,
in favor of a new proposal for
degree requirements.

This revised program was
submitted by the Sub-Committee
on Degree Requirements, and
approved by the Committee on
Curriculum and the Educational
Development Committee before
presentation to the entire faculty.
The new program goes into effect
this coming school year, and
everyone, including all
upperclassmen, are eligible to
graduate under the new
requirements.

The revision is as follows:
The Bachelor of Arts Program:
Four courses (minimum of 12

hours) no more than 2 from any
given division in the general area of:

Humanities-which includes
American studies; history; literature
(English and foreign); Oriental
humanities; philosophy; religion.

Three courses (minimum of 9
hours) no more than 2 from any
given division in the general area of:

Natural Sciences-anthropology;
economics; education; political
science and international studies;
psychology.

Arts and Communication-art;
drama; foreign language (second
year level); music; speech; writing.

(Continued on page 5)
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part
two an interview with Albert Szent-Gyorgyi

This means that distance has
shrunk and our world has become a
very small globe-about 100th its
previous size. But on this tiny
sphere, we have produced
destructive weapons 10 million
times greater than those possessed
by our great grandfathers. As a
result, this little planet has been
forced to face enormous cosmic
forces, and we must adjust our
thinking to an entirely new world
and develop an entirely new human
relation. Its easy to see why.

Before WW II the best weapons
any warring neighbors might have

BLACK BART'S HENCHMEN--an Editorial
Do you remember ever trying to tell your brother or sister they were

wrong?
When you finally got it across to them that they might be wrong, they

would shut tight and ignore everything you said-much to your own
irritation. Then if you were persistent, you would probably start shouting
and tell them they had better listen-which of course they wouldn't,
because their "silence tactic" was really an aggravating weapon. Around
about this time, you would really be p.o.ed and would let fly with the butt
of your cap pistol just like Hopalong Cassidy would do to Black Bart's
henchmen. And what did you tell your ol' lady after she clipped you
behind the ear for smacking the kid, "But, Ma I had to hit her 'cause she
wouldn't listen and she was wrong!'

This is obviously a simplified version of the violence that has been
racking the United States for the last few years, but it does point to the
fact that violence comes in two forms-direct and indirect. Punching
someone in the mouth is obviously direct violence, but it is just as violent
if that someone offered no other alternative to the disagreement at hand.

This is the violence of non-action and passivity-one of the most
corrosive and destructive known to man. It is a violent act when 12 people
witness a rape and murder and do nothing about it because they don't
want to get involved. It is a violent act when the United States government
refuses to kill swarms of rats in urban slums and allocates $100,000 a year
for a federal tea taster. It is a violent act when the United States allows
poverty and disease to exist throughout the world and then spend a trillion
dollars on armament.

And when one stops to consider that the situation in the United States
is "the most critical since the Civil War," then the refusal by President
Nixon and national news media to acknowledge and heed the November
anti-war protest is an extremely violent act-for they are denying the use
of peaceful protest as a valid means of protest. What is left-VIOLENCE!
What gets news coverage? What gets concern? What gets action?-Watts,
Detroit, Newark, San Francisco State, the New York
bombings-VIOLENCE!

When educators, legislators, and leaders will heed no other form of
protest, then violent protest is the only answer. Violent protest at this
time in history will probably lead to a second Civil War. And if your
neighborhood starts to burn, and fathers are fighting sons you needn't
bother asking "Where did all this violence start?"

The Protest March was a great starting point from which to begin
responsible and effective political action. But demonstrations and marches
must be kept in perspective-real political action comes about only
through commitment, and hard work. Let us realize that shows are for
people, while laws and policies are changed only by individual self
sacrifice. We have made a start, but only that.

We are not children, and this is no game-Peace!

Letters to the Editor:
Editors:

I am greatly disturbed by several
comments in Mr. Charlie McElroy's
article "Cambodia" which appeared
in your issue of May 8. Among
other things, he accuses Mr. Nixon
(1) "doing his best to insure that
the killing continues to go on" and
(2) that "Mr. Nixon is trying to
step up political repression at
home." Both of these unfortunate
accusations are false, and they
cannot go unchallenged.

First of all, Mr. McElroy should
familiarize himself with Mr. Nixon's
objectives in the war. As he stated
time and time again, Mr. Nixon is
seeking a just peace. He is also
attempting to disengage the U.S.
from the war. Toward this end he
has withdrawn over 100,000 troops
during his term of office and has
promised to withdraw another
150,000 during the next year. This
is hardly an attempt to see that
"the killing goes on." What possible
reason could Mr. Nixon have for
continuing the war with its high
death rates? In addition, Mr. Nixon
must surely be aware that as long as
this war goes on, American business
suffers. Anyone who doubts this

need only check the Dow Jones
Average on the day following an
announcement of American troops
withdrawals to see that it rises
dramatically. Undoubtedly, then, it
is in both the country's and the
President's interests for this war to
be brought to a conclusion.

For Mr. McElroy to say that
Nixon seeks to "step up political
repression at home" is to bring into
question Mr. McElroy's definition
of repression. Is it political
repression to prosecute Black
Panthers charged with murder and
conspiracies to murder? It is not. Is
it political repression to prosecute
the Chicago Seven for inciting arson
and riot? It is not. Is it political
repression for National Guardsmen
at Kent State to protect themselves
when they are attacked? It is not.

Mr. McElroy has done his cause
little good with biased and
unwarranted criticism of the
President and his motives. Justified
and constructive criticism can be
beneficial to both the country and
Mr. Nixon. Blanket criticism of the
administration is useless.

Yours faithfully,
Tommy Shanks

In the last 50 years the speed of
communication has increased 10
million fold, knowledge has
increased 1 million fold, the speed
of travel 100 fold, the power of our
weapons about 5 million fold. What
does this really amount to if you
think about it? For instance,
distance has become relative. One
mile for a snail is much further than
a trip to the moon for our
astronauts, because the astronauts
can leave their garbage cans on the
moon and come back to a Marine
band in a quarter of the time it
takes that snail to go his mile.

were small little bombs, capable of
limited destruction. The man with
the most bombs or the best way of
throwing them usually came out
the winner-the prize for losing,
death. But at least there was
someone still alive. Not so today. If
we used our most powerful
weapons, we would kill ourselves
also. Everyone has been gripped in
a massive fear.

But here is the paradox and also
one of the greatest problems of our
time.The political leaders all born
in the old era still believe that their
security lies in the number of
bombs that they have. It is not
enough to be able to destroy the
world 50 times over, because your
enemy could destroy the world 51
times. Everybody's afraid so they
stock pile weapons-even the
smallest countries. Over one trillion
dollars has been spent by the
United States on military junk since
1945. Nobody can even imagine
one trillion dollars. With one
trillion dollars, the level of mankind
could have been lifted to an
entirely new height for all people.
Disease, starvation, and poverty
could have virtually been
eliminated from the face of the
earth. But the old generation
cannot conceive of anything
beyond their own imprinting, and
so they buy more bombs, and with
it, more insecurity.

Just look at the foolishness of
the ABM system. What can really
be accomplished from this
tremendous outlay of money-a
little bargaining power with the
Russians-until they build an ABM
system. And when their bigger and
better missile system is obsolete,
they must search for some new way
to destroy their enemy. The world
doesn't need protection from the
Communists, it needs protection
from the older generation.

For instance, I'm doing cancer
research, but I shudder to think

what would happen if I might
discover the cause of cancer.
Because the very day we learn of
the cause or the cure of cancer, the
Pentagon would spend 10 billion
dollars to infect the Chinese and
the Russians. We become a
death-oriented society when the
discoveries made to uplift man are
developed into instruments of
death. With live people in a
death-oriented society, we all
become very paranoid, the old
generation and the new.

But the fear of war and death is
not the only fear that affects the
older generation-it is just a part of
their major fear, a fear of the
unkown. The first era was a period
of senses-a man can conceive what
his senses perceived. The second
era, this period, is one that goes
beyond senses. As I have said, when
man's mind is frozen, he cannot
truly grasp anything beyond these
basics. He can know more, but he
cannot really understand anything
other than in the terms of basic
imprinting. Therefore, the people
of the old era-the politicains, the
educators the leaders, cannot really
understand what is happening.
They try to stabilize the world to
their own basic imprinting, but of
course, this is fruitless. Because
they cannot understand or control
this world without (seeming) reason;
they fear what is happening around
them. They fear the unknown.
They fear the world. And as a result
of this fear (just as would any
animal), they fight back desperately
for their own survival.

The result is what I call additive
stupidity. As you know, some
things are additive, and some things
are not. For instance, the speed of
two runners is not additive. If you
put the two runners together they
cannot run any faster than they did
before. But wisdom is additive. If
you put four intelligent men
together, their four heads are much

better than one. If you put four
very stupid men together, they do
exceedingly stupid things. Stupidity
is additive. This silent majority that
Nixon always appeals to is really a
great mass of additive stupidity.
They cannot understand what is
happening, and so they remain
silent. It may seem fortunate that
at least they do not say anything,
but it is most unfortunate that they
stand in the way of progress.

Man cannot continue on his
present course. We must make a
turn. We must start at a new
beginning. Only your generation
can make this new start-for you
are the only ones who can see the
new world. My world, my
generation's world, is dead. We can
never enter into the new world, just
as Moses could never enter into his
promised land.

We will finally die, but you must
not wait that long to start the turn,
for by then, it may be too late. You
must join together now to initiate
this turn. I think you are doing this.

(To be continued)

Ma Frickertt On Basic Survival
Every day I must get at least

many letters from anxious and
neurotic readers fervently crying
for some sort of guidelines on just
how to be really with it here at dear
SW. I mean these kids aren't just
looking for the average
run-of-the-mill crap on how to exist
here for four years or until the
administration dies of a corporate
form of vaginal senilitude-these
people are looking for a sure fire
method to make it through here in
one piece with a semblance of
diamty still intact.

With the new left threatening to

take over the entire campus these

days, the whole situation is, if

nothing else, much more
sophisticated and complex. If the

process continues at the astounding
rate it is now bounding towards,
President Bowden will soon take a
positive stand on some sort of
national issue.

Well, calm down, fans, salvation
is here. With the wisdom of Ma,
you, too, can be with it, amaze
your friends, and confound your
foes. This little dissertation is
designed primarily as a primer-it is
not entirely complete and, of

course, will not apply in each
individual case; however, it does get
you on the right road.

Some guidelines in general-Lie
whenever possible. Exaggerate to
extreme. The more important the
situation, the bigger the lie. It is
absolutely astounding the garbage
people will swallow simply because
they are egotistical enough to think
that you would not try to foist off
that big a lie on someone of their
obvious merit. The Honor Council
and the SRC are especially suscep-

tible to the Big Lie Play. This is
probably because they take them-
selves and their positions seriously
and cannot conceive that anyone
else could do otherwise.

-Break rules. That is what they
were made for. Don't limit yourself
to simple administration backed
edicts, etc. go in for really big
stuff. Violate social custom and the
like. If you are male use only
women's rest rooms and vice versa,
i.e., if you are a women's rest room
use only men.

-Keep other people off guard.
Be shitty to them one day and
sincerely friendly the next. Tell the
next person you see that his
armpits smell like lemons.

-When dealing with the
administration, give back at least as
much kine offal as you receive.
Some of you will doubtless
maintain that this is impossible, and
when dealing with such artful
masters of the cult as reside in the

Tower, you are outclassed-but
don't let it get you down, hang in
there slinging. There is one notable
exception in the administration to
whom this rule is inapplicable. John
Turpin. No one has, as yet,
invented an effective counter for
this fell nemesis, so just avoid him

For Heads and Non-Heads.
-Keep the non-heads guessing as

to whether or not you are stoned
when you talk to them. Tell people
you have blown at least half your
rational mind from a 3,000 mic
dose, that that, at the same time,
you experienced a ninefold vision
revealing your own identity. Follow
up this account with the statement,
"Acid is not for everyone." Be a
political. Delve into Zen Buddhism.

-All non-heads should take
strong political stances-preferably
middle class liberalism.

-To both head and non-head.
Take absolutely nothing seriously.
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loou.,,r heate at a tire risen e;;ablih tnns i t tio7: :s ,,.1
ideas are beitp questioned as they have ~rersan qu es-
tioned before in our history. :Much of this estion;ius
is being done uy the r aners of your generatio ns o*, arrtinwhc itd it altnv c_

mst of the answers to those questions.

I Hope that es you look for those answers, you 4wi1
e::be thne obligation of every educated va?; andu

womsan to draw careful distinctions between those ides
which must be readjusted and, those which should tbe pre-.
served. The fact that many accepted ways of' think'ing
seen, artificial. and unjus't dus not warrant toe reject~ion
o" all established standards. Nor should our proper re<-
apet for the past ard our legitimate desire for stability
lead us to defend thoghtlessly that which is outneded
anit osolete,

Your challenge will be tbat of reonciling continluity and
cbage, of giving new applications and fresh expreraions
to our traditiona~l values - especially our ,oncern for
tie dignity and integrity ot every indoividual. By nseting
that challenge you can rmake this tine of rapid change a
time of substantial growth and fulfillment -- for your-.
eelvesafor your cos unity and for your nation.

As I extend to you. cry personal congratulations and 'nest
wishes, I look to the future with greater confidence be-.
cause I know of the exceptional qualifications you brink
to the exceptional desmands cof our. tire.

Rosie Gladney vs. Memphis
by Judith Warren

Margaret Rose Gladney was
called the best teacher at Northside
by her principle after the 1968-69
school year. Margaret Rose Gladney
was called a disruptive element in
the faculty at Northside by her
principle after the 1969-70 school
year.

At press time, Mr. E. C.
Stimbert, Superintendent of the
Memphis City Schools, was still
debating whether or not to grant
Miss Gladney, a Southwestern
graduate, a contract to teach next
year. If he does not do so, she plans
to ask for a hearing with the school
board who will listen to the case
either today or next Friday. It is
their final responsibility to decide
whether or not she should teach in
the Memphis school system.

The whole chain of authority is
familiar to Miss Gladney. She has
been through it before. Only before
the defendant was Deborah Cleaves,
a black girl who had been a senior
at Northside. After the Black
Monday observances last fall, Miss
Cleaves along with several other
students, was suspended for having
been an accused instigator of the
school boycotts. From
mid-November until Jan. 5, she was
not in school. When she was
reinstated in the school system, it
was not at Northside but at Tech.
Miss Cleaves appealled her transfer
through Stimbert and the school
board. Finally she took the case to
court where Judge Robert McRae
ruled in her favor. The school board
is now in the process of appealling
the case.

Rosie Gladney helped Deborah
Cleaves. She testified in her behalf
before the school board. She helped
her obtain a lawyer. She testified in
court for her. And, as the principle
of Northside sees it, she was

disloyal to him.
Mr. John B. Michael, in his

report to the board on Miss
Gladney, called her "a disruptive
element in the faculty, disloyal,
professionally unethical and
emotionally unstable," and gave her
an unsatisfactory grade.

"As I see it, I stood up for a
student against the administration,"
commented Miss Gladney.

When she testified for Miss
Cleaves before the school board,
the questioning inevitably turned to
Miss Gladney's own questioning of
the school system and
administrative policy. "This led to a
split in the faculty at Northside. A
lot of teachers said, 'Either you're
for Mr. Michael, or you're against
him.' I wasn't going against Mr.
Michael; I was just trying to get the
kid back in school. Some said 'If
Deborah Cleaves returns, there will
be no more discipline at Northside.'
He (Mr. Michael) sees me as having
disrupted his whole school.

"They say I don't look at the
whole picture. That I'm more
caught up in civil rights than in
teaching. That I want to be pals
with the students instead of a
teacher to them.

"I feel the whole school system
is a bunch of uptight people-afraid
to trust anyone." Miss Gladney
feels that sometimes rules can be a
hindrance leading to chaos. But the
school board feels that any
rebellion in its students comes from
outside. 'Are the rules more
important or are the students? I say
the students are.

"I'm not against someone
working within the system, but I'm
seen as an anarchist in this system."

Miss Gladney first encountered
Deborah Cleaves when she put a
sign in the hall encouraging

students to think for themselves
and make up their own minds
regarding the Black Monday school
boycotts. The poster contained
words such as "honky," 'Uncle
Tom" and "Hell." One of the
teachers found it offensive and
brought it to Mr. Michael. He asked
Miss Gladney, whom he had once
commended on her remarkable
ability to communicate with the
students, to be present at the
meeting when he asked Deborah
Cleaves to change the wording on
the poster. "Of course, to change it
would destroy its meaning," stated
Miss Gladney. The sign was never
put back up.

Miss Cleaves marched with the
pickets in front of Northside, but
did nothing to distinguish herself in
inducing students to leave. After
she was suspended, a group of
students went to Humes to
'charge" the school. Deborah
Cleaves was a bystander. The
principle asked her to try and stop
them; the police were there, and
violence was a certainty. She did.

When Mr. Michael questions Miss
Gladney's loyalty to him, one
cannot help but question his
requirements for loyalty. John
Michael is white. Rosie Gladney is
white. Deborah Cleaves is black.

"I started off doing what I felt
was obviously right. Before it was
over; my whole life was being called
into question."

Mr. Michael feels that,
considering his polarized faculty
and student body, he cannot
operate the school with Rosie
Gladney present. "But-if I have to
leave Northside-why am I being
fired from the whole school
system?"

These clever C.I.A. photographers are cleverly taking pictures of all the
above nasty commies. Pictures of the commies are available at the MPD.
The picture of the C.I.A. photographers are available in the Third World
"Subversives" file.
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an

interview

with

Harvey S.
Irlen

Sou'wester: How do you feel
toward the recent moves to reform
our curriculum?

Irlen: I think the curriculum
reform, if it goes through, is the
result of several years of effort in
that direction. But I also see it as
the result of a certain amount of
haste, which is the way we do a lot
of things at this school. We got
pressured into it. This is not the
way to come up with things. This
should have been the product of

campus discussion.
We're all part of a brick wall,

and every other brick is a student.
This occurred to me during the
debate over comps when students
were complaining bitterly for the
faculty to do something. But the
faculty has to come up with the
answers. O.K., if you want the
faculty to come up with the
answers then you're stuck with the
answers the faculty gives you. If
you think this is a community, then
we all have to come together for
the answers, and we don't do that.
We talk about drugs, and war, and
curriculum together-But all after
the fact. We can't get together and
figure out what we're trying to do
here, and how it is we're going to
do it.

So somebody says to me how
can you leave when everything
you've been complaining about
comes to a head in this motion
before the faculty, and there is a
possibility of that being true. The
person who said this to me said that
what we need now is workers. We
don't need people to vote for it; we
need people to get out there and do
it. Well, I've been working, and it's
apparent to me that that's not the
answer. I could name you the six or
seven people who are going to do it,
and even if it passes the faculty, I
am not at all sanguine about the
possibilities of its succeeding. There
will be a dozen people who will try
to make it work, and the
administration will be very clear
that it's a question of free choice.
And the administration will reamin
neutral in spite of what Jameson
said this morning. The
administration will remain neutral
because we are all free here. We are
all free to do not a goddamn
thing. And that's what will happen
to the colloquia. Because we are

unwilling to say here, this is the
kind of course you should teach.
Because we are so afraid of stepping
on toes we are liable to wind up
with some courses that are very
good and some that are very bad.
People saying "alright I'll do it,"
and teaching their introductory
courses to ten people instead of
twenty.

Sou'wester: Isn't this the same
sort of thing Sartre talks about
when he talks about the burden of
freedom?

Irlen: Yeah. I don't know if
there's a way out for that, but I lay
part of the blame on the student
body. I suppose a very large part of
the blame. The fact that McNeal
can get up there and say "Well,
we're not really going to ask for a
strike, we're going to ask for a
moratorium. Well, it's not really
going to be a moratorium, we're
just going to take off a half day and
talk about this craze that we have

been talking about, for God knows
how long. And we're going to do it
again, and we're going to the
faculty and ask them if that's all
right." And the faculty-they'll
probably debate it. That's what's
incredible about it. And again it
will be, "Well, you're free not to;
you don't have to let your classes
go." And what they'll wind up
doing is passing something vainly
positive like saying, "People are
encouraged to participate in this.
But those who don't want to don't
have to." Well, that's frustrating:
the fact that one knows the
administration is not prepared to
take a stand on anything. It just
sort of filters its way down, and so
we all become this perversion of
humanism. Either there are
humanistic values, either there is
concern for the human being, or
we're nothing. And I haven't seen
that concern in general. And I'm
just not willing to buy that. I want
to go somewhere where I know or
at least I feel that there is going to
be a positive stance taken.

I think David Alexander did that
to some extent. I don't see Bowden
doing that at all. I see no indication
that that is going to change.

Sou'wester: Do you feel
President Bowden is limited not by
his newness, but by a lack of ability?

Irlen: I don't know if it's a lack
of ability. Every once in a while I
get the feeling that Bowden was
hired to soothe the alumni and to
soothe the synods and to do as
little as possible.

Once again we can't come
upwith some overall commitment
that is going to bind us to some
course of action. And it would
seem to me that that would be the
logical direction for an
administration to go. For an
administration to say, "Here, this
appears to be a concensus; this is
what we're going to do." But it
works the other way. If you're not
prepared to put out all of this
individual effort and make your
own little improvement, it would
not get done.

You heard the president's
rhetoric about urban studies. I
contend that it's meaningless. We
could have had a really
comprehensive urban studies
program off the ground for next
year. But it amounted to doing
nothing more than talking about it.

Sou'wester: When did you
decide to leave?

Irlen: I guess it was toward the
end of last year. We decided that if
we were going anywhere it would
be Chicago the place both of us
come closest to calling home. We
decided that we just don't want to
lead this rootless kind of academic
existence. And it was sort of a
happy coincidence that Oakton
Community College happened to be
looking for a teacher. The attractive
opportunity is that the college is
just opening; there will be a chance
to make a college from the
beginning-with no givens. And to
be as innovative as possible, to have
no restrictions like that is
significant. To be in a position
where you're immediately
responsible to the community
because it's their college-could lead

Why Do They
Leave - Part Two

The question of faculty resigna-
tions is a very complex process
often involving many psychological
dimensions. As with most complex-
ities, there are many sides to the
circumstances that lead to a faculty
member's resignation.

Resignations can be initiated by
either the faculty member or by the
college. If a faculty member wishes
to resign, he must submit a
notification to the college three
months in advance of his leaving. If
the college institutes a dismissal,
the procedures are more complex
and are designed, by the American
Association of University
Professors, to insure that the
dismissed members are given fair
treatment.

After five years a faculty
member receives tenure at
Southwestern. After this time, he is
insured of not being dismissed for
any reason other than a moral one.
Either the administration or a
department may ask a faculty
member to leave. But he is first
assured a trial by his peers before
the action is finalized. This review
is made by the faculty Committee
on Resignations. If just cause is
found, the faculty member is then
given notice of one academic year
before he must leave.

If a faculty member is not
tenured, review can still be made by
the Committee, but the affair
usually becomes one of
departmental concern, with little
intervention from the
administration. It is here that overt
and covert pressures are more
firmly expressed, and the fine line
of professional association is drawn.

The issue may reside from
anything as personal as an
individual feud to a matter of not
feeling comfortable within the
direction his department or the
school as a whole is taking.

The facts are that no one at
Southwestern in the last few years
has been directly asked to leave,
either by a department or the
administration. Is there still room
to conceive such resignations as a
movement, planned or otherwise?

Last week's article rather
fearlessly claimed that a type of
faculty member was leaving
Southwestern. A type that was
deeply distressed by the lack of
commitment our school is taking
on matters of their deep personal
concern. The comments below will
substantiate that hypothesis.
Unfortunately the issues transcend
departmental concern, and are
therefore harder to resolve.
Nevertheless those men who are
leaving, and who have already left
are carrying with them a direction,
a philosophy reform. It would be
tragic if that philosophy of reform
left with them.

to all kinds of possibilities.
One of the impulses from the

other direction was that we were
absolutely appalled by the idea of
our twins starting school here. One
of the biggest reasons I am willing
to leave Southwestern is that I
don't feel Southwestern has any
commitment to me. And I have felt
that Memphis is not my cup of tea.
I'm willing to lay some of my
personal difficulties on Memphis'
doorstep. The hostility, the
reactionaries, the racism given all
that, it's a wonder I'm not
divorced. There are some really
racking choices that have to be
made. It's not an event, it's a
process.

You just decide "I'm unwilling
to make the kinds of professional
personal sacrifices that appear to be
involved in staying," and so you
look for the next route out.

Sou'wester: Why are you leaving?
Shaw: I am very interested in a

college curriculum oriented towards
urban affairs. The administration
has indicated to me that they have
no immediate intentions of entering
this field. I believe it should be the
objective of a liberal arts college,
particularly an urban centered
liberal arts college, to become a
leader in urban programs.

Sou'wester: Where would you
recommend change in
Southwestern's programs?

Shaw: Something should be
done to balance the allocations
between the sciences, humanities,
and the social sciences. The social
sciences are receiving the short end
of all the resources. The sciences
receive first priority, and the
humanities second priority. The
social sciences need much greater
emphasis. Emphasis in terms of
staff and money, emphasis in terms
of curriculum within the college. A
balance is what a liberal arts college
should have. While we're fortunate
to have a very strong science
department, I think we're weak in
the social sciences. We don't even
have a sociology department. But
then again we do have an
anthropology department where
many schools don't. Ultimately,
since we are a small school with no
intentions of getting larger, I think
there should be a breaking down of
the department system as it now
exists and a new emphasis placed
on divisions. This would assist the
development of a stronger program.
By the divisions I mean a social
science division, a humanities
division, and a science division.
That should be the focus rather
than departments. This would lead
to innovative programs. As it is
now, the departments are
understaffed in term of faculty. As
it is now, in small colleges like
Southwestern, there is little hope of
achieving a professional program. It
seems to me that on a small college
you ought to concentrate your
strengths in an interdisciplinary
fashion. Conceptualy define your
departments.

Sou'wester: Do you see any
possibility for the development of
this kind of program?

Shaw: No, not that there is any
kind of conspiracy, but once you
set up an administration, you
immediately have vested interests.
It is just the nature of bureaucracy.

Sou'wester: How do you feel
about the proposed change in
degree requirements?

Shaw: Here again, it is a step to
catch up. If we adopt them, we will
only be imitating what many of the
better state universities are already
doing. Because Southwestern is a
liberal arts school it should be a
leader in innovation. But
Southwestern is much more
tradition bound than many state
universities.

Sou'wester: Do you view the
administration as overly
bureaucratic?

Shaw: I don't consider them as
bureaucratically rigid, but it is
important to note that there is a
great deal of inbreeding here.
Nearly all of the administration are
Southwestern graduates, the
president, the Dean of Men, the
Dean of Women, and perhaps 50%
of the faculty. This may limit their

an
interview

with
Paul

Shaw
concept of what a liberal arts
college can do. Once you get a high
degree of inbreeding, you have a
chance that complacency will set
in. There is little opportunity for a
great deal of change. If you really
want to know, it would help to
recruit some non-southern liberal
arts graduates.

Sou'wester: To what extent do
financial considerations influence
your decision to leave?

Shaw: I think on the most part,
salaries are only secondary in my
and other considerations to leave.
Salaries are minimally competitive.
Teaching leads are becoming more
competitive.

Sou'wester: Would you care to
comment on student attitudes?

Shaw: Southwestern students
are fairly typical in many respects. I
and other faculty members know in
a sense that the students are
becoming more lethargic. More so
this year than last year. They are
certainly not as socially involved as
the students at larger Northern
schools. I imagine that this stems
from their southern, upper-middle
class background. They certainly
haven't had much experience with
the world.

Sou'wester: What are some of
the symptoms of the lethargy?

Shaw: I don't think it's
something you can qualitatively
categorize. It is in terms of
attitudes, motivation, and perhaps
in the uninquisativeness of the
students.

Sou'wester: Are you talking
about classroom lethargy?

Shaw: Yes, but it also effects
their social attitudes. It's probably
that the world is going to hell, that
is probably the reason. The
environmental problems, the jailing
of disidents, and the conspiracy
trials. But then again I wonder how
aware the Southwestern student is
of these trials that are occuring
places other than Chicago. There
seemed to be many more students
involved last year than this year.

Sou'wester: How would you
increase the involvement of
Southwestern with the "outside"
world?

Shaw: Programs similar to the
practicums of the psychology
department should be promoted. A
more pragmatic education can be
developed. Internships and field
work hould be emphasized. First
you have to have a realization on
the part of the faculty and the
administration that this is just as
instructive as the classroom. Of
course, the danger is that it may
turn into anti-intellectualism on the
part of the student. I wouldn't like
to see the curriculum changes
overdone. More applied, that is
what we're talking about, applying
the knowledge that we've gained.

Sou'wester: What part in your
decision to leave did Memphis play?

Shaw: There is an
anti-intellectualism that is rampant
in Memphis. Memphis is very
provencial, and therefore
anti-intellectual.

Sou'wester: Would you want
your child to go to Southwestern?

Shaw: That is difficult to say.
Though I would want him to make
his own choice, I honestly wouldn't
want him here because the school
has been to hessitant to innovate.
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a pitch for kesey's "sometimes a great notion"
Wh''asay?

-I- dya saunno. by tyron siripkin
-Don't you believe in the product either?
-Shuah, shuah. Now get out dere.
-Why don't you?
-It's yer spiel. B'sides, I'm yellah.
-Awright, but did anybody ever tell you...
-Yeah, dey told me.

(On Stage) Listen, pal, suppose Randolph Scott sits down beside you on the subway and asks, with all his
posse-organizing acumen, "Where 're ya goin'?" And because you're wistful as a flea fart and even more
awsthetic, you say, "I'm bound to get to heaven or Woodstock or Edge City or at least as far as Ronald Coleman
in 'Lost Horizon' or Judy Garland in you-know-what." And you settle to reading editorials, think you've shaken
him, but instead he pulls out his dog-eared, 95 cent paperback and presses it into your palm with a gesture like
Charles Boyer passing notes in class to Ingrid Bergman, saying, "Here, you'll need this." And the book will of
course be-'Captain from Castile,' 'Forever Amber'? 'The Biography of Ben Franklin'? With increasingly
conspiratorial tones, almost Peter Lorre, he says, "Read it." In that moment the subway lights dim and your
head feels like meringue and prickly heat.

Read it. If you want to be able to listen in earnest to Sam Jaffe take the maidenhead from the good witch
Glenda, shoot the bird to Father Flanagan, accuse Ernest Hemingway of self-abuse, and kick the Ghost of
Christmas Past in his puce burnoose, then read it. If you'd rather be a hammer than a nail read it. If you want to
build a Marine-tough body and fear no man in just thirty days, read it. If you want power-packed pectorals,
tapered lats, and non-rust, washboard abdominals, read it. If, like Steve McQueen and unlike John Wayne, you'd
like to jump seventy feet from a spar into the drink, from the drawbridge to the lion's den, from the frying pan to
the fire, just to please Mr. DeMille, then read it. If, like John Barrymore, you'd like to make the transition from
Jekyll to Hyde without the use of make-up, read it. If you'd care to be the first in your neighborhood to crawl
through the sewer from the golf course to the high school without a flashlight, read it. If you'd like to be Led
Zeppelin, read it. If you'd like to push Lee J. Cobb in the Hudson River rather than be hung on a hook in an ice
house, read it. If you'd rather kiss Holly Golightly than marry Zazu Pitts, read it. If you'd rather be stuck at the
top of the ferris wheel with Julie Harris than enlist, read it. If you'd rather twitch your jaw than furrow your
brow, read it. If you'd like to wade through f fitful, crowded delirium with Jean Paul Belmondo, Alec Guinness,
and Thomas Pynchon, and arrive at the eye of the dying which is nothing like an elephant graveyard and is where
all the coherent people are, then read it. If you'd rather be here than poked in the eye with a sharp stick, read it.
If you'd rather be Gary Cooper than Lloyd bridges, Kirk Douglas than William Bendix, Pygmalion than Adonis,
Al Jolson than Xavier Cugat, Christopher Marlowe than Louis Untermeyer, Clark Gable than Leslie Howard, Dick
Cavett than Merv Griffin, George Gershwin than Lawrence Welk, Monte Hall than Bert Parks, Buster Keaton than
Samuel Beckett, John Lennon than Snooky Lansen, then read it. If you could dig being trapped in an elevator
with Una Merkel, Ruby Keeler, Ginger Rogers, and Warner Baxter, read it. If you're tired of being a frail
week-end lotus-eater, a would-be paradisiac, a spleenless swashbuckler, a broomstick Hombre, an armchair
Anthony Quinn, a b-grade, big fish, second-string, hobby horse here and rider of the cotton pony, read it. If
you're afraid to read it, read it. If you love me, read it. If you're having a shiner than a side of beef couldn't cure,
read it. If you'd rather hitch your wagon to a falling star than no star at all, read it.

Not that it matters. The proofs in the pudding. As Morgan Delt said of gorillas, "It's big, but it's good."

GINGER COMES FOURTH
By the time you read this, the

fourth coming of Ginger,
Southwestern's "literate, but not
literary" magazine should be on
sale in the Student Center.

The pictorial cover of the latest
Ginger emphasizes the focus of the
new issue-poverty in the Memphis
community. If you think you
already realize the condition of
poor people in the Memphis area,
you're in for a sad surprize. The
anti-poverty efforts of the MAP
south program are described in a
combination of prose and hard fact
by David L. Mays.

Other articles to which the cover
relates deal with the hassle over
legal aid, written by Buddy Epstein,
and "Urbane Removal," by William
F. Mallory.

The more pleasant side of Ginger
is led by Steve Stern's creative piece
''Barney Bindursky Is
Ugly-Sarah." This highly polished

Curricula
(Continued from page 1)

Physical Education-4 units.
Freshman colloquium-terms I

and II of freshman year-3 credits
each term.

The Bachelor of Science Program
Same as for Bachelor of Arts

except:
Natural Sciences-6 courses

selected from biology, chemistry,
or physics; and 3 or 4 Courses in
mathematics as required by the
major department. For this degree
the major must be in biology,
physics, chemistry, or mathematics.

The Bachelor of Music Program:
Three courses (minimum of 9

hours) from any given division of
the general area of:

Humanities (divisions same as in
Bachelor of Arts degree)

Two courses (minimum of 6
hours) in the general areas of:

Natural Sciences; Social
Sciences; and Arts and
Communication.

Under the new program the
total number of hours required as

fiction immediately engrosses the
reader and flows to an effective
climax. It is of a different sytle
from Stern's contribution to last
fall's Ginger, but is equally moving.

Southwestern English pro, Dan
Ross has contributed a more
conventional short story, impressive
both technically and creatively, and
Richard W. Jennings presents a
bizzare story dealing with liquid
Draino.

Dr. Queener, head of the Psych
Department offers "Five Short
Tales and Musings" that constitute
a journey through the depths of
hell to the brink of hope.

One of the original Gingermen
David McGuire-who has been a
major force in every issue-appears
once again with a journey of his
own. There is more to Overton Park
Zoo than meets the eye. McGuire
also has commentary on the passing
of the great Jack Kerouac.

Change
45-48, as compared to the old
Bachelor of Arts degree which
required 50-62. For a Bachelor of
Science degree, the total number of
hours required is 57-63, as
compared to 57-73 under the old
program.

Evergreen Church is
i starting a summer reading
Sprogram this summer for first

grade students at Hollywood
' School. There are around 100
i students who desperately

* need individual tutoring in
Sreading. It will be a voluntary
Sprogram and those involved

in the program will give
around 6 hours a week to the
program. The tutoring will

Stake place at Evergreen
SChurch. Anyone interested in
Sthis program may contact
"Churchill Davenport, Box 40.

4.i ::;:tr .tt'

Poetry in this issue is by Ed
Dorman, physics prof, David
Carter, Mark Gilley, John
Verlenden and Andrew Kelly,
students and former students; while
David Lloyd contributes a long
unpoem. Another professor Sid
Selvidge has reprints of the lyrics to
some of the songs from his next
album.

Ginger is rounded out by an
intriguing essay by Jean Fisher
which suggests another level of
humor in the tales of Uncle Remus,
and an adventure of Buck Venue
penned by Tom Foster, a member
of next year's freshman class.

As always, Ginger has been a
long time coming, but this issue,
perhaps more than any to date,
proves that it is worth waiting for.

The Sou'wester commends
editor William Seeto for all the time
and effort he has put into this
magazine. Even the ads are good.

Next Year's Challenge
Two Southwestern juniors, Paula

Briggs and Reed Click, will serve as
chief coordinators of the Challenge
program for next year.

Challenge will focus its attention
both outward to a part of Memphis
and inward to Southwestern's own
community. A reading program will
be held at two junior high schools
in the area of Southwestern.
Various activities will be designed
to provide a meeting ground for
black and white students on
campus as well.

The purpose of the reading
program is to promote interest
among lower level students who
have had little or no reading
experience outside of their regular
school work. The program will
provide reading materials of interest
to the student on his own level,
with opportunity for discussion.
The Challenge coordinators feel
that the definite structure of this
program would provide a solid basis
for meaningful student-turor
relationships.

This week's campus personality is particularly noteworthy at this time
for his handling of three hoodlums who were ruthlessly and mercilessly
attacking the citizens of Sewanee with a hammer. Pictured here with the
fabled hammer is David Lloyd, who even without the aid of his mighty
tennis racket was able to summon the powers of Thor and wrench the
accursed implement from the dastard's gnarled grip.

And it was discovered later that one of the three was a convict on
parole who hypnotized two Cavites (cave people of the Smoky Mountains)
into aiding him in this display of terrorism. Lloyd fearlessly maintained
possession of the hammer in the face of the local law officers by staunchly
asserting "Hammer? What hammer?" and then posed the question "Does
the end justify the means?" pointing out that blood is indeed, thicker
than water.

Lloyd has expressed his optimism about future use of his prize fighting
hammer ("I needed a new one, anyway"). Although embittered by the
circumstances of its acquisition Lloyd considers the event a metaphysical
circumstance: "the Lord moves in mysterious ways."

Anti- War Legislation
A number of U.S Senators,

backed by the Movement to End
the War Committee, Box 1-A, Ben
Franklin Station, Washington, D. C.
have urged all concerned Americans
to express their opposition to
escalation of the war in Southeast
Asia. If you want to work within
the system to change the course of
the war, fill in the information
below and drop in to the box in the
Student Center. We will send these
statements of support on to our
Senators.

Sec. (a) Unless the Congress shall
have declared war, no part of any
funds appropriated pursuant to this
Act or any other law shall be
expended in Vietnam after
December, 1970, for any purpose
arising from military conflict;
Provided that, funds may be
expended as required for the safe
and systematic withdrawal of all
United States military personnel,
the termination of the United
States military operations, the
provision of assistance to South
Vietnam in amounts and for
purposes specifically authorized by
the Congress, the exchange of
prisoners, and the arrangement of
asylum for Vietnamese who might
be physically endangered by the
withdrawal of all United States
forces, and Further Provided, that
the withdrawal of all United States

military personnel from Vietnam
shall be completed no later than
June 30, 1971, unless the Congress,
by joint resolution, approves a
finding by the President that an
additional stated period of time is
required to insure the safety of
such personnel during the
withdrawal process.

(b) Unless Congress shall have
declared war, no part of any funds
appropriated pursuant to this Act
or any other law shall be expended
after December 31, 1970, to
furnish Laos any military advisors,
or to support military operations
by the forces of the United States
or any other country in or over
Laos.

(c) Unless the Congress shall
have declared war, no part of any
funds appropriated pursuant to this
Act or any other law shall be
expended, after 30 days after the
date of enactment of this Act, to
furnish to Cambodia any defense
article or any military operations
by the forces of the United States
or any other country in or over
Cambodia.

(d) For the purposes of this
section, the term "defense article"
shall have the same meaning given
such term under section 644 of the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961.

--------------------- -------- 'm
I I
* I

S I support The Amendment to End the War which will stop
* I* appropriations for the war in Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam.
I I
I I

S Name
I I
I I
I I
* Address
I I
I II City-State
I I
I I
L-----------------------------------------------------
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TRACK
by Steve James

The track squad, coupled with

the tennis team, led the Lynx to a

third place berth in the CAC. The
Southwesterners, trailing the fourth
place team by 20 points, were in a
backseat disadvantage at the outset
of the C.A.C. Spring Sports
Festival. After the final
compilations were revealed,
Southwestern trailed the second
place team by only ten points.

A great part of the laudation
must be given to the track squad
which not only claimed first place

BASE
by Steve James

The baseball team dropped two
games to Sewanee and thwarted
Centre's efforts at the CAC last
weekend. The Lynx took fourth

place, a position which was not
indicative of the team's efforts.

The Lynx hardballers drew a bad
berth in the bracketing to begin
with-a harbinger of what was to
come. In the first game,
Southwestern faced a hard hitting
Sewanee squad. Both the Lynx
pitching and Sewanee pitching
faltered and a slug fest ensued.
After 9 innings of regular play,
Sewanee had hammered out 12 hits
and Southwestern had only 7, yet
the two teams were deadlocked at 8
all. After 2 more innings Sewanee
rallied to down the Lynx in a heart
rendering finish.

In the second game,
Southwestern trounced Centre
behind the able pitching of James
"Cat Daddy" Chandler. Cat
downed 15 men in a row at one
time and struck out 5 in a row in
the process. After a slow start in
the first two innings, Cat limited
Centre to only one hit in the last
5.1 Steve Johnson made an
outstanding catch in center field
and robbed Centre of another hit.
Cat Daddy had a comment on this
game, "They were Prime Beef!"

In the final tilt of the season, the
Lynx bowed to a barrage of

Sewanee hits. After 4 innings the
two teams were tied at 2 all,
Southwestern having employed Cat
in a relief capacity. After an
outstanding performance, Cat ran
into trouble with a less than astute
umpire. The final score of this
contest was 16-5.

Moon Mullins was

Southwestern's leading bat man
with 2 home runs, 1 triple, 2

singles, and 9 RBI's. Moon was
named to the all CAC team and was

also awarded MVP at the banquet

honors but also set three new
C.A.C. records in the process.
Gannon, displaying a splendid
effort despite injuries, posted two
records, one in the 100 yard high
hurdles with a time of 14.9 and
another in the 440 yard
intermediate hurdles with a 55.2
clocking. The mile relay team,
composed of Jim Gannon, Jeff
Carter, Rick Hollinsworth, and
Herman Morris, proved its mettle
by turning the mile at a blistering
3.24.8 clip.

With equally impressive

BALL
Tuesday night. David Seiler made
many breath stopping catches in
left in addition to leading the team
in hits. Mark Koonce was another
standout both with the glove and
bat.

Coach Jim Harvey commented
that the team "had the nucleus for
a great season next year." John
Sheehan, an interested onlooker
and versatile athlete commented
that this year's hardballers were
"nice guys despite their record."

TENNIS
by Steve James

The Lynx tennis sextet braved
torrential winds on Saturday to
capture first place. Southwestern
kept its cool as Sewanee folded
under the gruelling competition and
the adverse weather conditions.

David Loyld sparked the team to
victory by winning a first place in
singles competition. In other singles
competition, C. W. Stacks, playing
in the number 1 position, took a
third place. Ken Thompson
captured third; Bill Taylor finished
a strong second; and Jimmy
Hendrix settled for third place.

In doubles action, David Loyld
coupled with James Megar to
vanquish Sewanee and take first
place honors. The team of C. W.
Stacks and Ken Thompson came in
second losing to the winner,
Sewanee. Jimmy Hendrix and Bill
Taylor teamed up to win a fourth
place.

The overall scores for the
tournament were Southwestern 35,
Washington U. 30, W&L and
Sewanee 24, Centre 22. David
Loyld was awarded the most
valuable player at the Sports
Banquet Tuesday night.

INTRAMURALS
by Steve James

The first round of Men's
Intramural softball resulted in the
KA's remaining unbeaten after five
games. The KA's weathered several
close contests with a tough defense
including the able pitching of
Tommy Talbot and an equally
impressive offense.

The Pikes finished in second
place losing only to the KA's in a
very close game. Billy Watts has led
the Pike defense with sterling
pitching performances in every
outing.

In first rouhd B league action
the KS's downed the SAE's in a
playoff game. The two teams had
matching 3-1 records after regular
league action. Tom Wolraven, who

was a standout for the KS's in the

regular league games, led the Kappa
Sigs on the mound and at bat
during the playoff game.

Thus far in the second round,

there is a three-way tie between the
SAE's, KA's and Pika's. The KA's
were undefeated until they met a
determined GDI group led by the
cool and debonaire Jim Stiles
whose pitching prowess had been
previously curtailed by a control
failure. The B leaguer's are led by
the KS's, and the SAE's who are
tied for first at the present time.

In the first round of Women's
Softball, the omnipotent DDD
"Jocks" led by Emily Scarborrough
completely overwhelmed their
contenders and won every game by
unprecedented margins. The DDD's
were undaunted except for a brief
encounter with Pedie Peterson and
the athletically minded KD's. And

last but not least were the XO's
who must be commended for
having the courage to participate in
every game despite setbacks which
ran into two figures. ' ~

exhibitions, Stan Slayton took first
in the discus, and Ralph Allen
attained equal honors in the triple
jump. The squad captured several
second place positions, including
John Gifford in pole vault
competition, John Churchill in the
discus throw, Ralph Allen in the
long jump, the 440 yard relay team,
Herman Morris in the lfUo yard
dash (this race included a
controversial photo finish) and
Bobby Doolittle in both the mile
and 3 mile run.

The most incredible aspect of
the C.A.C. track meet was the neck
and neck battle between
Southwestern and Sewanee. The
battle was to the wire, with the last
running event, the mile relay,
deciding the entire meet.
Southwestern had 70 points and
Sewanee had 69. Sewanee and
Southwestern were equal in the
relay until Sewanee miscued on the
third leg, dropping the baton, and
the Lynx finished well ahead, while
setting a conference record.

In addition to the C.A.C.
showing, the track squad set six
new school records during regular
season action. Levi Frazier broke
the 220 record with a 22.2
showing. John Keesee negated the
old 440 yard dash record with a
49.3 performance. The 440 yard
relay team consisting of Frazier,
Hollinsworth, Carter, and Morris,
turned a record breaking 42.1. Jim
Gannon exceeded Jim Murphy's old
record of 58.0 by 3 seconds in the
440 intermediate hurdles. Bobby
Doolittle attained a new three mile
run record with a 9.58.7 showing.

The meritorious Lynx squad had
other outstanding performances en
route to the C.A.C. championship,
as is witnessed by the 5 trophies the
team has won. Ralph Allen was
voted MVP in the TIAC Invitational
and Souhtwestern Invitational. Levi
Frazier had the highest individual
point total for the year. Rick
Hollinsworth and Jim Gannon were
named co-captains for the year.
Gannon was also presented with the
coveted Seamen C. Marr Award for
best performance in field and track
at the athletic banquet Tuesday
night.

McCollough's Esso
ROAD SERVICE

585 North McLean
Phone 274-1881

UNIVERSITY PARK
CLEANERS

and
SHIRT LAUNDRY

Shirts S for $1.20
Dry Cleaning 8-lb. for $1.7S

613 N. McLean
Ph. 274-5851

SOUTHWESTERN
GRILL

276-9288

645 North McLean

by Steve James
The Southwestern golf ensemble

helped the Lynx cause in the
C.A.C. tourney last weekend by
winning second place. The squad
was vanquished only by the host
team, Sewanee.

Six members made the trip, but
only the top four scores were
counted. Among the top scorers on
the par 72 course were Jimmy
Pascal with a 70-76, Henry Gardner
with an 80-78, Steve Hammond
with an 85-75, and Tim Morgan
with a 78-83. The combined scores
was 624, which was 39 strokes
behind the torrid stroking Sewanee
team.

Jimmy Pascal, who has
constantly been at the helm of the
Lynx squad, had difficulties during
the second round and settled for a
third place in overall individual
competition. It seems that a dog
mistook his golf ball for a Patella,
abducted the white object and

chewed it until it was only a shell
of the ball it had once been. The
judges ruled the ball still in play,
and Jimmy was forced to three putt
the mishapen golf ball.

Pascal was awarded MVP at the

banquet Tuesday night. His other
honors include an invitation to play
in the NCAA College division
tournament. In addition, he is 3
under par in the St. Jude benefit

tourney, and, if he wins, he will
proceed to the Pro-Am and
compete with the Biggies.

ESSO
CAR CARE CENTER

Summer Parkway
Car Care Center

Phone 458-2433

SOUTHWESTERN
PHARMACY

623 N. McLean

Phone 272-7509

Free Delivery

Charge Accounts and
Student Checks

Cashed

SouWester
Southwestern At Memphis

2000 N. Parkway

Memphis, Tennessee 38112

Ralph Allen gets a prize for running his ass off.

GOLF

Ray Gammon's
Restaurant

Catering Service
Lunches and Dinners

You Can Afford
Draft Beer - Pizza
We Cash Student Checks

Summer at Parkway

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS-MEN STUDENTS
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11 WEEKS PART-TIME WORK

ALSO SOME FULL-TIME OPENINGS

CALL TODAY 278-2380
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